I, Chidhambaram N (190020032), contesting for the post of Cultural secretary of Hostel 9, by assisting the Cult councillor, strive to do my best on working towards further amplifying the hostel culture and below mentioned are some of my proposals:

**INITIATIVES**
- Will conduct **Weekly polls** on a revamped insta page to enthuse the audience and conduct competitions which include a short write up of **What If?**, **Photoesque** and many more.
- Setting up of a **Review section** where readers can voice their opinion for future nawabs to look up to and also adding their own bit.
- An online series **Reminiscence** - Where students can express their memories through words and pictures creating nostalgia in the time of pandemic

**GC**
- Will publicize all the upcoming competitions through various forums and also on a one-on-one basis motivate those talented in that genre to actively participate.
- Will compile database of the freshies and update previous info as per the interests to ensure maximum participation
- Use Incentives to boost participation and also encourage the top performers.

**AS A FELLOW COUNCIL MEMBER**
- Eager to learn from seniors and also bond so that we can give our fullest to the job
- Look forward to hear from others and constantly improve through their concerns
- Will assist in the working of 9tanki, various tea parties and extend my support to all members.

**MISCELLANEOUS**
- To cultivate interest upon freshies by mentoring them on a personal level and guiding them to lead H9 in the future
- Create a forum where like minded people can talk about the next big upcoming movie or be it a book or a trending topic
- Will conduct workshops before the intra hostel competitions to share various tips
- Will update the **blog** of our website with various anecdotes of our hostel life
- Will assist the and extend my full cooperation to the councillor on improving our hostel’s cultural life

**CREDENTIALS**
- Organizer-Mood Indigo (Marketing), Techfest (Hospitality), Abhyudhay